Current anti-inflammatory drugs can temporarily reduce the clinical signs of inflammation and pain in arthritic joints, but have not been shown to help in the regenerative process. Liquid Health™ Hip & Joint products offer powerful combinations of patented joint support ingredients that work synergistically to naturally help, protect, and optimize your horse's own maintenance and self-repair process.

Liquid Health™ Commitment to Quality and the Environment

Liquid Health™ uses ingredients from natural sources whenever possible. Since people and animals are a part of nature, shouldn't the things we put into our body be natural too? All Liquid Health™ products are produced under strict quality parameters. No product is released for distribution until it has passed a strict set of standards and is tested in our in-house lab by our quality control department.

NASC

The NASC Quality Seal is a way for consumers to know that when they buy a product displaying the NASC seal, they are buying from a reputable company that has successfully completed an independent quality audit. NASC Member Companies adhere to the following requirements:

- Registration of products in the NASC Adverse Event Reporting System
- Proper Label Guidelines
- Written comprehensive Quality Control Manual
- Recommendations from NASC’s Scientific Advisory Committee
- Random product testing
- Compliance with Current Good Manufacturing Processes (cGMP)

For more information, go to www.nasc.cc
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Liquid Health™ Hip and Joint products:
- Help support healthy joint function
- Help support joint flexibility
- Help maintain joint mobility
- Contain Glucosamine, an easily absorbed natural substance, that may stimulate the production of proteoglycans, which in turn help maintain the health and resiliency of joints and connective tissue
- Contain antioxidants that help remove damaging free radicals
- Are in liquid form for easy administration and maximum absorption
- Are designed to improve your horse’s health with Mother Nature in mind!

Liquid Health™ Joint Products Use Only The Finest Ingredients Nature Provides:

Opti-MSM® is the only MSM manufactured in the USA. It is non-toxic, non-allergenic, and always 99.9% pure. While some manufacturers of MSM use a crystallization manufacturing method, Opti-MSM® is distilled to assure its unsurpassed purity. Evidence also suggests that Opti-MSM® may be beneficial in exercise recovery. Opti-MSM® is a registered trademark of Bergstrom Nutrition.

Glucosamine Hcl & Glucosamine Sulfate: Provides the building blocks for healthy connective tissues in the body. Derived from shellfish, Liquid Health™ uses only USP grade Glucosamine in all of its products.

Which Liquid Health™ Joint Product Is Best For My Horse?

EQUINE 4 in 1

How much Chondroitin does your current joint product have? Due to its high cost, most joint products contain either low quality or inadequate amounts of Chondroitin sulfate. Only Liquid Health™ Equine 4 in 1 contains the clinically studied and recommended amounts of 1500 mg USP grade Glucosamine and 1200 mg USP grade Chondroitin.

LEVEL 5000

Liquid Health’s™ most powerful formula yet! 5200 mg of Glucosamine Hcl and sulfate forms per fl oz. With a colossal 100 mg of Hyaluronic Acid, 1000 mg of Opti-MSM®, and 1000 mg of Chondroitin, Equine Level 5000 contains exceptionally high doses of the most widely used joint ingredients found in one product.

Equine Level 5000 also contains a comprehensive blend of natural, cutting-edge support ingredients to further enhance its effectiveness. These ingredients include Aquamin® Algae mineral blend, enzyme support from Bromelain, antioxidant support from grape seed extract, and Boswellia.
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